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APPENDIX
PRINCIPLES INVOLVED
Lave, Work and Knowledge
are the wellsprings of our Life
—They should also govern it.
They are neither "left" mor
"right," but Forward directed.
1. On Free Men
Free men refuse to yield under sentence of death what
they are ready to yield of their own free will. Let us acknowledge this expression of freedom as one of the basic
eharacteristics of free people. (Brief for Wilhelm Reich,
M.D., p. 20.)*
2. Ten Basic Principies of Truthful Conduct
in Both Basic Research and Jurisprudence
(1) Battle for Truthful Procedure.
(2) Jury must render verdict fully informed.
(3) There are no authorities on new knowledge, tbat is
"Knowledge of the Future."
(4) Government must not interfere with basic research.
(5) Scientific literature ruust not be ever impounded
or burned.
*Briefs for Wilhelm Reich, M.D., Miei-mel Silvert, M.D., and
The Wilhelm Reich Foundation are from Case 5160, Wilhelm Reich,

et ai., v. U. S. A.
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(6) Non-appearanee in Court as self-defense against
fraudulent complaints is a lawful means to avoid
legal entrapment by manter conuivers.
(7) Bona fide seientists must not be dragged into
Court to be harassed to death by competitivo commercial or political interests.
(8) Disclosure of seientific infornaation, especially if
secret, must not be forced by Court action Uf by
administrativo invasion of property and recorda.
There are peaceful ways via conferenee and agreement.
(9) New knowledge requires new administrativo laws.
(10) Judicial errara must be realized and corrected.
They must not be perpetuated. (Brief for WR,'
pp. 1-2.)
3. Principies of Good Government
On Lowfulness of Laws: Government must never arrogate to itself the right to decide what is and what is not
Knowledge of the Future. Government mnst not falsify
facts in presentations to the Court in arder to usurp such
authority. We do not wish to be governed nor do we
vrish our civil affairs to be administered by impertinent
administrators.
"The dignity and authority of the court must be
guarded against disobeyance of its orders ; its laws, even
if they are not statutory laws, rnust be obeyed." (In Charge
to Jury of Trial Court, Case U. S. A. vs. Wilhelm Reich
et ai.] True, very true. But the ordem themaelvea must
be LA.WFUL ordem or be based on atatutory avie. The
courts are guarding over their dignity best by not permitting deceit of the court as was done in this caee to happen at ali. (Brief ior WR, p. 48.)
Wi lhelm Reich_
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On Procedure and Low: If procedure is ao designed
that it killa truth and fact, then procedure, and not factual
truth, must yield to revision.
If law is practiced in such a manner that quite obviorisly to everyone, the guilty one goes free and the inflo(tent and decent one faces inaprisonment, then the law praetice must be changed as quiekly and as radically as possible.
Ileso are the ABC's of justice, obvious a priori. (Brief
for WR, p. 49.)
On Respowibility of Science and Medicine: It is the
duty of courts of justice to guard over the dignity of the
eourt and against the abuse of privileges of freedom of
aetion and speech. However, scientiets and medicai men
in high position have the terce duty to watch over the
independencc of scientific inquiry into the laws of naturo
from any interference whatsoever, especially from ignorance, arroganco, prejudico, political or commereial interests. Science meeta with jurisprudence at the very
roots of man's existence in fact, reason and functional
logic. Let u.s not, however, neglect those common roots.
We have paiufully learneci what repiacement of such principies by arbitrary interference has done to destroy security and human happiness. (Brief for WR, p. 49.)
On Security of Natural Science: It is crucial to demonstrate the principie of security of basic research. The
very security of Natural Science is in question. (Brief for
WR, p. 49.)
On Duties of Public Officials:
(a) "A prosecutor is supposed to be an impartial representative of publie justice • * °. A society cannot suppresa lawiessness by au accused through the mesas of lawlessness of the prosecution. A society cannot inspire re-
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spect for the law by withholding its protection froco those
accused of crimes. It was and is the prosecuting attorney's duty to assist in giving a fair trial to a defendant."
Read v. United States, 8 Cir., 42 Fed. 636; Berger v. United
States, 295 U. S. 78, 55 S. Ct. 629, 79 Ed. 1314.
(b) "A proseeutor must, to be fair, not only use the
evidente against the criminal, but tnust not willingly ignore that which is in an accusedis favor. It is repugnfum
to the concept of due process that a prosecutor introduee
everything in his favor and ignore anything which may
excuse the accused for the crime with which he is charged."

of adhering to fair dealing and lack of fraud on the part
of publie officials has been applied tuainly in criminal cases.

(e) "Corruption is an act of an official or fiduciary
person who wrongfully aets contrary to duty and to the
rights of others. State v. Shignian, 202 N. C. 518, 163 S. E.
657, 669. Its effect vitiates the basic integrity and purity
negativing that which is vital to the due course ot justice."
(a), (b) and (e) cited from United States v.
Ragen, 86 F. Supp. 382 (D. C. Ill.).
(d) It is no defense on the part of the prosecution to
the charge of suppression of evidente and fraud that the
defendants did not appear to contest the entry of the deeree. Sucia an argument might be made by a private litigant, but certainly cannot be set up by public officials. In
United Mates v. Saunders, 124 F. 124 (8th Cir.), Cireuit
Judge Sanborn stated at page 126:
(e) "Whatever publie officials are empowered to do for
the benefit of private citizens, the law makes it their duty
to perform whenever public interests or individual rights
vali for the performance of that duty. Supervisora v.
United States, 4 Wall 435, 446, 18 L. Ed. 419 ; City of Little
Rock v. United States, 103 Fed. 418, 424."
(f) The public officials who proseeuted the action for
a civil injunction were required not to impose upon the
court by suppression of evidente and bad fait.h. This rale

(g) The appellants in the case at bar and the defendants in the main setion had the absolute right to rely on
their respect for American institutions and their knowledge that the proseeutors could not honestly prove the allegations of the complaint. They had the absoluto right to
rely ou the cloak of purity which surrounds public oficiais
and the presmnption they will perform their duty honestly.
When that cloak bus bem used to defraud a eourt for
the purpose of making it soem it has jurisdiction in a case
where nono exists, the eourt should set the entire praceeding acide under Federal Bule of Criminal Procedure
12. [(a) to (g) froco Haydon, Brief for The Wilhelni Reich
Foundation, pp. 8-10.1
4. Common Principie of Basic Natural
Science and Jurisprudente
The following is a self-evident truth in natural science
and its derivativa, the judicial mmmon law : Results obtained by unlawftd mearas are thentseives unlawful, invalid
in the technical sense of jurisdiction. The legal profession adheres to these basic self-evident principies of ali
jurisdiction, sinto it does not wish to forsake the very
foundations of the administration of justice. Conscious,
systematic deviation from this principie constitutes the
"shyster,". defined in Webster's dietionary and in the
Encyciopedia Britannica as the "pettifogging lawyer."
(WR in Brief for Michael Silvert, M.D., p. 10.)
The court whose jurisdiction is attacked for filmd
upon it em for any other cause, must itself, make the inquiry and dotermination. The question is not whether
the Court decidod rightly or wrongly, but whether it ever
became the duty of the Court to decide at ali. (Haydon,
Brief for The, Wilhelm Reich Foundation, pp. 10-11.)

"•
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5. Disclosure of Motivados)
The kind of appearance discloses automatically the motive and the nature of action. And the motive of action
discloses again automatically the purpose of adiou. It is
a priori obvious, what a person was np to, if his entry
through a window in the dark of night is secured. The
judgment of the action follows from this behavior "a
priori," as it were.
The thief reveals himself as does the potential murderer through the manner in which he adere a honre.
(WR in Brief for Miehael Silvert, M.D., p. 10.)

8. On Discovery of Life Energy
(a) On Oranur Medicine: Disease is hasically no more
than the pathogenetic effect of Life Energy gone stale in
various forma and phases according to the organ where it
happens. Disease can therefore be "drawn out from the
organism," as it were, via the Medical DOR-Buster. This
principie was well applied to the old type of medicine which
used the wet compress, diuretics, laxativos, blood transfusione, etc.
By drawing dead or deadly life energy from the diseased organ, an entirely new principie of medicine, incalculable in its potentialities, is being practiced.
(b) Ali disease is basically DOR sickness. It will be
fought at the very roots of disea.se: by remova) of DOR
from both atmosphere and organism. Since bacterial or
infectious diseases are end resulte of decaying life, the
medicai axe is thus siso put to the roots of the known disesses of classical medicine.
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(e) On Classical Medicine: Oranur Medicine is not in
disagreement with or antagonistic to classical medicine.
On the contrary: It fills the classical concepts of "discase" with a concreto meaning by introducing tangibie
facts of "Disposition to Disease." The animosity expressed toward Oranur Medicine is not emerging from factua! scientific principies, but from commercialized interesta in a mas,s production and gale of artificial drugs and
adulterated foods.
(d) On Orene: Orene pina masa emerges from atmospheric OR energy, which is a massfree function of tho
e,osmic energy. The planet is in constant metabolic exchange with the energy system of the universe. The socalled galaetic and the equatorial OR energy streams are
the practically limitless sources of Orene, of Life Energy.
Orene is the formative life principie per se. (Brief for
WR, pp. 28-29.)
(e) On Oranur: A government of nations, bent on
abolishing the threat of atomic warfare, on seeuring pesca
in the world and bringing health and happiness to people
everywhere, eould do untold good. Cosmic energy cotdd
finally serve useful purposes, sino° slowness of chain reaction and medicai efliciency have been found in the cosmic
primordial forces. Such humane efforts would command
respeet and sature the deep t,onfidence of people in our
endeavora everywhere. No single man or organization
could accoinplish this end; only allied social institutions
couid do it--from the nursery school to the institute of
higher learning, from the professional organization to the
military Pentagon in every land. (Record Appendix, Vol.
I, "Atonia for Peace vs. The Hig," p. 15.)

1
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7. Entering the Cosmic Age
(a) My Pledge, 1920, and Dilemma, 1956: As a young
student of medicine, early in 1920, embarked on the study
of natural philosophy, I was impressed by mistakes made
by scientists ira old age. It was then that I pledged myself
to stop publishing scientific information once 1 reach the
age of 60 (March 24, 1957). The best, then, T could do, so
I reusoned with myself, would be to live as straight as I
could continue to do under the given cireumstances. Then
let my fellow men decide for themselves what they wished
to do with my way of life : imante it, emulate it, ignore it,
or punish me for it by imprisonment for two years. Flowover, 1 was firmly resolved not to yield to any power ou
earth ira what I called "my way of life," which was to be a
life of dedication to knowledge, truth, work and love ; to
be rather killed than yield to principies other than those
enumerated. I would have shaken my head ira disbelief had
anybody told me at that time that I would actually have
to face extinction of my life, work and honor in 1954. I
succeeded in discovering the primordial c,osmic energy,
with it the Life Energy ou our planet, and this was my
ill fato. The "Pledge" still holds. It has been vindicated:
Having become responsible to a certain extent for the
outeome of the present struggle of mankind for cleanliness,
clarity and self-preservation in the c,osmic DOR emergency,
am facing the dilemma between my pledge of 36 years
ago to stop advising mankind at 60 and the new fact that
the discovery of the Cosmic Life Energy seems persistently
to become the pivot ou which the turn of the age hinges :
The turn from the passing age of Mechanism and Mysticism to the functional `..1,ismie Age.
(b) On Poundat.on of Cosmic Age: The Cosmic Age
seems to develop from two basic foundations : The restructuring of the Huinan Character in newborn ones and
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the entering into our lives of a technology of the primal,
massfree, cosmic energy that fins the universe.
(c) On Threat to Human Roce: Mankind is facing the
most crucial, most dangerous development in its history :
The planet on which we live and breed our rate together
with other living species is being visited, so many reliable
observera, including myself, say, by living beings from
outer space. These beings are superior technologically to
ourselves in the use of motor force, speed, in nearly everything, including intelligence. They have conquered the
pull of gravity that keeps us down to earth.
We are approaching crossroads in our existence, in
every type of existence, exeluding fone. tTpon our timely
and correct decision will depend the fate of our future existence : whether we shall continue to exist at all or shall
vanish forever, leaving only a dead planet behind, like the
moon which is covered with white ORITE.
(d) Crossroads Ahead: We are approaching crossroads of sound versus cowardly judgment in. Science, Technology, Religion, Education, Social Administration, and—
last but not least—in everyday personal behavior. Survival in good form will depend on how well we manage
to read and to pass by the many eonfusing road signs. And
let us not be mistaken: Confusion is the uppermost objective of the old road signs. Let us with Nietzsche's Zarathnstra put up new road signs.
(e) On Everybody's Responsibility : Something strong,
true and pregnant with future knowledge will take charge
if we are to emerge from those crossroads ahead alive and
whole. The responsibility is Everybody's. There are
"Friehrers" no longer. They perished with their age.
Everybody, without exception, is ou trial. Everybody has
been found gttilty by the Highest Court, Life, of grosa neglect of duty to Truth and its offspring; of treason to The
Living. Only a few good guides as in old pioneering times
of 1492 or of 1770 have remained. (Brief for WR, pp.
31-34.)
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8. Outlook on Fre-Atomic Physics
Science: .All hum= existence rests on some kind of
knowledge, no matter how primitive or incornplete; our
future, with the past dead, will rest on a now kind of
A. beknowledge. The present battle raging in the U.
tween the commercial forces of "atomie" chemistry and
the embryonic knowledge of "pre-atomie," (primordial,
massfree) cosmie energy is a part of the dilemma with
regard to which road ahead to take: the atomic or the preatomie one, or, as in Oranur, a combination of both. Are
matter and mass the primary constituents of the Universe,
as the mechanico-mystical view demands, Or, is massfree
energy before matter the primary sonrce of Existencet
" Matter," "Particle," thus are redueed to secondary natural funetions in our existence. They will no longer role
our lives. And with the "partido" or "atomic,"
chemical view of life, also the ride of chemistry monopolies, artificial drugs, unnatural adulterated foods, noisy,
smoky motors will end, never to return. Those who kept
the Enemy of Man going hard against orgonomy know
that this is the fate awaiting them.
The battle between the material atom and the massfree
orgone energy unit in the cosmic energy ocean lias been
raging for quite a while, subterraneously since about 1924,
npenly since 1937. There can be little doubt as to the
outcome, who is the stronger power and who will win.
Will mankind realize this and practiee it in its institutions,
laboratories, courts, legal decisions, administrative regnlations to the fullest extent possible as soon as possiblef
Before we reach the crossroads ahead, we must have mode
up our minds in the right, not the wrong direction.
Technology: The OR-Motor was the first step in the
teehnological development toward noiseless, smokeless,
smooth-functioning locomotor machines of the future. In-
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evitably, the Cosmic Energy Motor will replace the steam
engine and the electrical motor. It will be fed by the practically limitless power resources contained in the Cosmic
Orgone Energy Ocean. It will be the motor that will carry
our Space Ships into vastnesses as yet unimaginable. This
motor will fmally and irretrievably free man from the so
very futile effort of overcoming gravity by way of mechanical thrust, the jet-engine-type of motor function. Both meehauical gravity, theoretical gravity and the machine to
carry its own gravity field with itself, the Cosmic Energy
Field will be ours in a not too far remote future.
The Cosmie Energy Motor will be the dever which will
turn our present civilization into that of the coming Cosmic
Age. The Cloudbuster and the 8pacegun are the twin
brothers of the OR motor. The Cloudbuster rests on the
principie of the "Orgonornic Potential" from low to high
and on the affinity of cosmic energy to water, its "thirst."
It is the device that will basically be used in shifting and
ehanging COEMIle Energy potentiars, in destroying and
creating clouds, in drawing in energy from the cosmie
(galactie) energy streams of the universo (see "Space
Ships, DOR and Drought," 1954), in the coming utilizafion of these streams as thoroughfares for the space ships,
as it were. (Brief for WR, pp. 34, 26, 27.)
Space and Gravity: The discovery of the Cosmic Life
Energy will inevitably lead toward the mastery of gravity.
Gravity within the confines of our planetary atmosphere,
i.e., mass attraction in accordance with the laws of Newton
will be practically mastered, as electricity or magnetism.
today. The technological mastery of positive gravity will
further lead to the elaboration of tools which will open np
the vast field of negative gravity or counter-gravity, already known today in a theoretical orgonometric manner.
A point will be reached in human knowledge regarding the
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gravity function where positive and negative gravity functions will balance each other; in other words, technologieallr speaking, where "Hovering" in the field of gravity
of our planet will be made practically possible without the
use of inechanical force.
From the funetions of negative and neutralized gravity
a logical path of research will lead into the technological
problems of Space Travel, inevitably, just as the discovery of galvanic electricity led to today 's electric motor.
The appearance of visitara from outer space, superior
to us technologically, forces point-blank, off-the-bat action
with regard to our mechanistie scientists before we reach
the crossroads ahead and not while we are passing through
the tangle : the mechanistic physicist, astronomer and biologist will needs have to realize the change and resign or
he will integrate his work within the valid realm of mechanistic thinking, into the total effort of humanity to
conquer outer space.
It is necessary to clean up the field of operations regarding space technology before we approach the task
itself. Otherwise, to judge from past experientes, we shall
be crushed to pulp by those who obstruct our efforts by
every means available, in terror of their emotions and
orgonomic realities from mere biopathie reasons.
"Authorities": There are no Authorities in New
Realms of Basic Research. The mechanistic mind is not
only not trained to think funetionally ; the mechanistic mind
thinks contrary to most basic qualifica of the primai cosmie.
energy. This is the reason why the mechanico-chemistie
mind had so consistently and accurately bypassed the existente of this energy in the nniverse; it is also the reason
why it had used the most elaborate methods of evasion,
interpreting away, laughing or slandering away ali manifestations of the massfree cosmic energy.
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This is a survey of space problems:
A. The earth planet has been invaded by a powerful
intruder from outer space.
B. The mechanistic physicists are incapable of coping
with the problem. Earth's scientists are not equipped methodieally or factnally to understand how
craft can travei through "empty" space with such
speed and efficieney. Mechanistie, classical physics
knows nothing of the Primai Cosmie Energy.
C. Frightened and confused, some present-day mechanistic scientists. obstruct rational progress in
this matter by ridicule, persecution, shabby means
of argtunentation, cowardly gossip behind the back,
slander and outright threat of putting the pioneers
of the Cosmie Age into penitentiaries or lunatic
asylums.
D. The so-called ordinary people soem to know tho
truth or want to know it; but as usual in such struggles it stands by passively, either admiring the
pioneers helplessly or supporting the slander of
good work by The Enemy of Man. However, their
sympathy seems in general to be on the lide of
the development forward. (Brief for WR, pp. 25,
34, 37, 38.)
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9. On the Enemy of Man
Murder by Proxy: The techniques employed by StalinHitler Principies in attempted murder by proxy consist
of the following:
(1) Paralysis of the victim through an assault based
on an "ineredible lie," according to Lhe wellknown Hitierian principie, "The bigger the lie,
the easier it will penetrate and be aecepted":
"Orgone Energy, UFOs, Cosmio Energy do not
exist."
(2) Conniving, Conspiring and Ccnfusing (CCC) the
legal environment of the victim.
(3) Inva.ding completely the vietim's personal and
social existente without his consent or knowledge.
(4) Relying on the reluctance of ordinary people to
get into trouble while hiding their own little secrets
themseives.
(5) Using others, mostly biopathic individuais in
psychiatric care, to carry out their conniving,
conspiratorial aetivities.
(6) Accusing the victim of the very crimes the killer
has himself committed: Contempt of Court;
Fraud.
(7) Obtaining the consent of the vietim in major operations designed to kill him.
(8) Letting the victim carry the expenses for the
CCC acts. The U. S. public has paid to the
Black-Red Fascist combine ali expenses of the
assault.
(9) Letting the victim confess to a crime never committed.
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(10) The goal: Harassxuent, Confusion and Paralysis before the final kill is delegated to somebody
cise and is executed by proxy.
(11) Making organized murder appear as suicide.
(Beria's method of harassment into insanity or
suicide a ia Masaryk.)
It does not matter wbether the single particular agent
of Trea,son to Mankind is aware of bis or her role or not.
Conseiousness of such functions is not necessary to its
efficient fulfillment. On the eontrary: The lesa conscions
the conspirators, the better the purpose of espionage is
served. (WR in Brief for Michael Silverti pp. 7-9.)
The Enemy of Man never succeeded in eradicating the
structural knowledge in man of the Life Energy, and he
knew it. The fight of the mechanistie Enemy of Man
against functional natural researeli simply refused to accept proof. T1iFir present catastrophic predicament in the
interpretation of the planetary emergency is of their own
design and making. There was no amount of proof, no
degree in accuracy of observation, and no limit in the exactness of presentation of facts that would have convinced
the meehanist whose emotions were set against any proof
like the hindlegs of a stubborn meie against the ground.
(Brief for WR, p. 36.)
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On Laws Needed for the Protection of
LIFE IN NEWBORNS and of TRUTH
(From Wilhelm Reich: "The Murder of Ohrist," 1951,
given to Judge Sweeney on May 7th, 1956.)
A careful study of the realm of social pathology reveals the fact that there existe no law in the U. S. A. which
would directly proteet factual truth against underhanded
lie and attack motivated by irrational interesta. Truth is
at present at the mercy of chance. It dependa entirely on
whether a law officer is personally honest or dishonest, ornotionally rational or irrational, subjectively inclined toward
or against factual functions. It is rnost difficult to operate
as a pioneer in new fields of human endeavor, if any emotionally sick individual anywhere on the social scene can
—unhampered—tiestroy work or knowledge he dislikes,
and if truth is in no position to defend itself against underhanded attack. It is obvious that the future of the U. S. A.
and the would at largo depends on the rational upbringing
of the newborns in each generation which will enable them
to make rational decisions as grown-ups. (Soe Wilhelm
Reich Childreu o/ the Future, OEN* October, 1951.)
There do not exist any laws as yct to proteet newborns
against harm infiicted upon them by emotionally sick
mothers and other sick individuais. However, there aro
many old laws rendered obsoleto long ago by progress in
the understanding of the biology of man, which threaten
progressivo educators with extinction if they transgress
tecimically there old laws. These facts, together with the
operation on the social scene of emotionally sick individuais, block progress and the search for better ways in medicine and education. Although laws which are serving the
welfare of people at Jorge can never accomplish factual
changes, life affirmative inws can proteet those who atrive
Orgone Energy Bfflletin.
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practically for betterment of the fato of humanity. Thereforo, two laws, one to proteet Life in Newborne, and a seeond to proteet Truth against underhanded attacks (beyond
the scope of libel laws which are not suited for this purpose), should be studied and formulated by legislatures,
institutions of learning and foundations whose work is
primarily devoted to seeuzing human welfare and happinem.
To illustrate : Truthful and thorough investigation of
natural lave life Lu, children and adolescente, one of the
moat crucial tasks in present day mental hygiene, is held
np and rendered helpiess by the single faet that any biopathic individual who himself has been emotionally warped
in ehildhood or adolescence tbrough frustration of his
needs for lave, is in. a position to put in a eomplaint to an
Attorney General's Offitse to the effect that those who investigate the subject of lave life in childhood and adolesunem, and make certain suggestionft as to its solution, are
cornmitting a crime, the crime of "seduetion of minora."
If the attorney happens to agree emotionally with the complainant, the investigation of faet is completely at the
mercy of chance. There exista, according to rich experience in actual situations, no provision on the statute books
to prosecute the biopathic individual on the bacia that Eis
motivation is not truth-seeking, or helping ehildren or
adolescente, but anly hate of such seientifie procedures.
The motivation of an accu.sation should always be taken
into eonsideration, juat as the motive for a murder is taken
into consideration.
This example muat suffice to illustrate the situation.
The Archives of the Orgone Instante contain enongh faetoai evidence to prove that the situation is bad indeed
where pioneering efforts are burdened with the rather
hopelese atruggie with such irrationalism in addition to
the factual diffieulties entailed in the pioneering job.
(This is the text of a proposal mude to the Congress of
the U. S. A. in November, 1952 by The Wilheim Reich.
Foundation.)
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THE BATTLE FOR TRUTHFUL PROL DURE
OPERATION HiG
Declaration to the Court on April 30th, 1956 (sent by
registered mail to Judge Sweeney, April 25, 1956)
by Wilhelm Reich, M.D.
Counsel for Discovery of Life Energy, EPPO
The following is a brief survey of the reasons why
again must refuse to appear in Court. We are not taking
ardere from Moekan-directed Rigs. 1 have received no
formally correct, signed order to appear. This is only a
supplement to documenta brought previously to the attenfion of acting judges.
The world is facing today this hideous monument in
history to human cowardice: A psychopathic hoodlum in
government, a Stalin HIG, denounced by his own assistants
in mass murders, was able to hold the world in agony for
thirty years. About thirty years ago 1 began to introduce
a new problem luto sociology and mass psyohology: No
one had ever asked the question how it is possible that
millions of decent, hard-working people are nnable to shake
off a few murderous HIGs1
The answer sounded back from the atage of the world
over the decades : The HIG-s cannot bo shaken off because
people are helpless, confused, cannot formulate their
thoughts and keep spitefully silent. They know, but they
do not say what they know is true. If they spoke what they
know to be true, the world could be saved from tyranny
forever. As it is, the people themselves are supporting the
HIOs by silente, tolerante and even by active protection
as is the case at present on the English scene.
I wish to give a single, simple example, taken from a
mass of similar factual evidente, to show how one single
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PIO has sneceeded in the case before the Court to entangle
and paralyze severa! scientists, physicians, workers in various fields, judges, law personnel; how he was able to harass
life important work against desert development in nature
as well as in the human soul for a decade in the U.S.A.
Evidence to this effect has beca amply submitted in various
publications and writings, without success so far, since
American Law Officers are entangled, and with them the
nation and the world, in legalistic, procedural rapes choking the truthful fact to death. Not only in the case of
"HIG vs. Wilhelm Reich", but everywhere.
One example of conniving and paralyzing confusion from
the history of this case: October 10th, 1955
On October 10th, 1955, a legal order was signed by
Judge Clifford in First District Court in Portland, Maine,
titied "ORDER Granting Motion• To Amend Informafien." It reads as follows;
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IT Is FURTIIER ORDERED

Ordem Granting Motion to Amend Information
UNITED

STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF MAINE--SOUTHEBN DIVISION

Criminal No. 5003

that service of the Information
and Application be made upon the defendants or their attorneys of record, by service of a copy thereof and of a
copy of this order, either in hand, or by leaving same at
their last and usual place of business or residence.
Dated at Portland, Maine, this 10th day of October, 1955.
/s/ John D. Clifford, Jr.
Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Maine

U NITED STATES OF AMERICA
A true copy of original filed October 10, 1955

vs.
Attest :
THE WILRELnt REICH FOUNDATION, a Maine Corporation,
WILITELM 'turca, and MICRAEL SILVEBT, Defendants.

Motion having been made by the United States of
America to be allowed to amend its Information and Application in the above criminal contempt action, hearing having been had thereon, and
Said Motion to Amend the Information and Application having been allowed in open court, and
Following the allowance of said motion, counsel having
consented to the Ming of an amended Information and Application in lieu of the original Information and the amendments :
IT Is HERM' ORDERED that the amended Information
and Application be accepted and filed and that the defendants be ordered to appear at 2:00 P.M. on October 18, 1955,
for arraignment.

/s/ Morris Cox
Morris Cox, Clerk

-
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Order to Show Cause in Criminal Conternpt

Text of letter by St. Clair of October 3. 1955:

(Mor to Record Appendix, Vol. IV, pago 88a.)
The motion to amend the information was made by the
HIG-s after a preceding hearing July 26, 1955, in Portland
Court with defendants having been ordered to appear. At
this hearing WR was granted permission to present bis
sido of the story. This presentation was to be reeorded,
but it !ater turned out that "by mistake" the speech by
WR had not been reeorded. WHY NOT,
My presentation seemed to have turned the table on
the 1:11G1 since they had to construct a new order to rearraign me with Dr. Silvert. The July 26th hearing had
been preceded by a denial by Snpreme Court Justice
Frankfurter of the Stay of Injunetion granted previously
by Judge Clifford. It had also been preceded by dangerons suhversive ovents at Orgonon during the first weeks
of the same roonth, not to be presented at this point.
The Order of October 10th was not an order te appear;
it was only an order to file the amended information and
to serve this information dnly to the defendants. The arder
to appear in Cana referred to October 18th, 1955. The
document of October 10th was an "order to arder" to
appear.

October 3, 1955
Dr. Wilhelm Reich
Argone Instituto
Range!ey, Maine
Dear Dr. Reich:
Thank you for your letter of September 29th.
am informed by Judge Clifford's Lato Clerk* that you
are to be re-arraigned nnder the amended indictinent and
that you, together with ourselves, should be in Court on
Monday, October 20th, at 1:00 p.m. We will, at that time,
also present further motions to dismiss and arrange for
a trial date.
We eould also use this opportunity to discuss with the
Court your thoughts relativo to your conducting a portion
of your defense.
Very truly yours,
/s/ James D. St. Clair

However, the following atrange thing happened
WR received a letter from bis Boston lawyer, Mr.
James St. Clair, dated October 3, 1955, i.e., ftdi seve* days
REFORE the order to order appearance on October iath
was SOlted by Judge Clifford 0% October 10th, 1955.

Thus my lawyer informed me to appear on October ioth
to be re-arraigned at a time when the Judge had just ordered it for the l8th. In addition to this "Little error"
a dangerous little "innocent mistake" had crept into a
crucial legal doeument to the effect that motions to "dismim and to arrange for a trial date" were to be made
ou October 101h.
1' Italica by WR.
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The Order signed by Judge Clifford contained the same
"little tnistake" elearly engineered by the master HW;
the "mistake" in an official document was full of eonsequenees: It entangled the conrt-procedure. I poiuted
this mistake out to the lawyers in a meeting of physicians
preeeding the July 26th hearing, regarding the same formulation in an (arder of July 15th. It ordered the defendanis to "show cause why they should not be held M COlttempi of court" and at the same time, had atready deeided
that trial date should be set. The legal rule to show cause
why no contempt of Court was emmitted intenda to free
the accused. The arder to set a trial date before decision
on the show-cause privilege cancelled illogieally the privilege granted by the law which protects the citizen against
unlawful abuse of law procedere, as was done by the RIO
who engineered the October 10th eventa.
The planted "mistake," and instead of OR het. ween
"disraissal" and "triat" appeared again in a letter by the
Clerk of the Court, Mr. Co; of October 20, two daye after
the hearing October 18th. Judge Clifford acknowledged
the mistake of substituting And fcr Or in a telephone cal]
on October 20th. This confirmation of the mistake by
Judge Clifford was later written flato a motion for the
hearing on November 4, 1955, but was taken out again in
deferente and discretion for Judge Clifford, a proper but
dangerous courtesy. Witness to this is the Clerk of the
Wilhelm Reich Foundation, William Moise. One motion
by myself at the hearing of November 4 brought forth the
confusion of And instead of Or aud the meaning of the
Law, "to show cause."

Letter of October 201h, 1955
October 20, 1955
Re: U.S.A. vs. The Wilhelm Reich
Foundation, Wilhelm Reich and
Miehael Silvert—Criminal
No. 5003
Dear Dr. Reich:
This is to advise you that the date set by the Court for
hearing on the Motion to Dismiss the Information,* and
on all other motions which counsel desire to file has been
changed from October 25 to November 4, 1955 at 1:30 P.M.
Judge Clifford made it doar in open court that he
expected the liardes to file and be prepared to proceed
with hearing on any and all motions which they intended
to file, since he did not desire to detay triar becanse of
motions filed from time to time, which required hearings.
He has also requested me to advise you that all motions
should be in writing and should be filed at least five days
before November 4, 1955.
Very truly yours,

MC/es

/s/ Morris Cox
Morris Cox, Clerk

* Italica by WR. Again effect of and instead of or.
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My lawyer, Mr. St. Clair, asso confirmed the error, the
"little insignificant mistake" engineered in the background, in a letter dated October 26th:

Confusion Regarding Supreme Court Decision Not to Hear

October 26, 1955
Dear Dr. Reich:
In reference to your inquiry concerning the meaning
of my letter of October 3, 1955, 1 am af raid I do not see
clearly the point of your inquiry.
As I understand it, you took the word "and" to mean
"or", to which I agreed.
I trust this meets with your satisfaction.
Very truly yours,
/s/ James D. St. Clair
But let us now return to the mysterious events centered
upon October 10th, 1955. Suntmary so lar:
October 10th, 1955: Judge Clifford signa order to order
to appear 10/18th.
October 10th, 1955: My own lawyer Mui told me to appear
on that day, 10/10th.
Who had engineered the "little, itmocent, confusing
mistake", acknowledged as such by Judge Clifford ancd
Counsel St. Ciai:1 It is the essence of a confusing, paralyzing conspiracy that mie never is certain of anything.
But: How does one know for certain that a skunk is
aroundi By the unmistakable B.O.

Petition by Physirians to Intervene, Reached
October 10th, 1955

The "Amended Information" and order to appear on
October 18th for hearing in Portland Conrt was brought
to me in person by Deputy II. 8. Marshal Doherty on
October /3th, about 11 hrs., 1955.
A special inquiry with the Clerk of the Supreme Court
in Washington, D. C., Mr. Harold B. Wiley on October 13th
is as follows:

Telegram to Clerk of &preme Court
57 3 EXTRA RANG 99 3.14 RANGELEY ME
OCT 13 413P
COPY
WESTERN UNION TEL CO
/s/ A P Hodgkins Mgr
HAROLD B WILEY CLERK
US SUPREME COURT WASHDC
IN FACE OF CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY RAMPANT ON
SOCIAL SCENE PLEASE INFORM \VIRE PREPAID DECISION DATE DOCUMENT NUMBER OF ALLEGED SUPREME COURT HEARING RE ORGONE ENERGY DISCOVERY INJUNCTION INTERVENTION BY DOCTORS
BAKER AND ASSOCIATES REPRESENTED BY ATTORNEY HAYDON NEW YORK ALLEGEDLY HAVING DENIED ACCEPTANCE OF INTERVENTION REPORTED IN
NEW YORK TIMES OF OCTOBER 11 1955
ORGONE INSTITUTE RANGELEY MAINE USA
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Telegraius to B. Mintener of October 13th, 1955:
The answer from the Supremo Court on October 14th
was the following;
P6065 (W SMAO 12) 17 COLLECT—SN WASHINGTON DC
OCT 14 1955
ORGONE INSTITUTE
RG-COURT DENIED PETITION FOR REVIEW OCTOBER
IOTH BAKER AGAINST UNITED STATES NO 274 OCTOBER TERM 1955—
HAROLD B WILEY CLERK
Thus I was to be arraigned in Portland Court according to message by Law Clerk Poole to my lawyer, Mr. St.
Clair, the sane day on which the Supreme Court had denied
petition for review Baker versus the 11. S. A., namely,
October 10t1a, 1955.
Neat coordinated operation, was it nott
I had not been informed of any of these operations.
ITntil October 13th, 1955, I knew nothing about the denial
of the Clifford Stay of Injunction by Supreme Court Justice Frankfurter of July 7th, 1955; neither Mr. Haydon,
the counsel for the interveuing physicians, nor Dr. Baker,
Dr. Willie, or other physicians had informed me of that
fact, preceding the order to appear on July 26th, 1955.
Witness to my ignorance of these facts are the telegrama
sent to Mintener on October 13th, at my request, by the
Clerk of the Wilhelm Reicb Foundation, after receipt of
the order to appear in Court on October 18th, 1955.
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1 EXTRA RANG 99 1.39 RANGELEY ME
OCT 13
1201 P
COPY
WESTERN UNION TEL CO
/s/ AP Hcdgkins Mgr

BRADSHAW MINTENER ASST SCTY
HEALTH EDUCATION WELFARE DEPT WASH DC
PLEASE WIRE COLLECT DATE NUMBER OF ACT DECISION SUPREME COURT TO DENY STAY OF IN JUNCTION ORGONE ENERGY
CLERK WILHELM REICH FOUNDATION

62 I EXTRA NL PD RANG 99' 1.10 RANGELEY ME
OCT 13 330 P
COPY
WESTERN UNION TEL CO
/s/ A P Hodgkins Mgr
BRADSHAW MINTENER ASST SCTY
DEPT OF HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELFARE
WASH DC
WITH CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY AND TREASON INVOLVED I REPEAT MOST URGENTLY MY REQUEST
INFORMATION ON SOURCE DATE AUTHORITY EXACT
TEXT OF DENIAL OF INTERVENTION BY ORGONOMIC
PHYSICIANS RE ORGONE ENERGY INJUNCTION BY
SUPREME COURT REPORTED BY YOU TO DR BAKER
FAIR HAVEN NEW JERSEY OCTOBER 6, 1955 YOU
WILL BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR EVERY WRONG
STATEMENT IN COURTS OF JUSTICE USA
CLERK WILHELM REICH FOUNDATION
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The answer by Mintener of October 14tb foliows here :
OCT 14 1955

DEPT. OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, & WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR FEDERAL STATE RELATIONS
Time Typed: 9:00 AM
Date Typed: October 14, 1955
Washington 25, D.C.

CLERK WILHELM REICH FOUNDATION
RANGELEY ME
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE FRANKFURTER OF THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT ON 7/17/55 DENIED A STAY
IN BAKER ET AL AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.
SUPREME COURT DENIED PETITION OF WRIT OF
CERTIORARI ON 10110/55—
BRADSHAW MINTENER
ASSOCIATE SECRETARY.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION AND WELFARE

COLLECT
CLERK
WILHELM REICH FOUNDATION
RANGELFY, MAINE
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE FRANKFURTER OF THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME COURT ON 7/7/55 DENTEI-) A STAY
IN BAKER ET AL AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.
SUPREME COURT DENIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF
CERTIORARI ON 10/10/.55.* (Again 'thc fateful date, October
10th, 1955, WR)
BRADSHAW MINTENER
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

JTCain :* mom
cc: Clerk
Wilhelm Reich Foundation
Rangeley, Maine (Conf.)

* Italics by WR.
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CCC: Conniving, Conspiring, Confusing were busy,
hard at work to undermine a crucial sector of American
resistance to Stalinite IIIGt subversion, using the proeedural ropes and political naivete of Federal Judges, the
reluctance to touch the subject of CCC by everyone, the
feeling of becoming dirty or being engulfed in a black
swamp of emotional dirt and other human characteristies,
which have helped the Stalinite HIGs to murder millions
of people, and to keep American institutions going in a
dangerous cirele of blunder and mistake. Is this now
sufficient to show in a nut-shell, as it were, how it has been
possible that a psychopathic Stalin could manage to entangle and finally kill Delano Roosevelt in two conferences, where he gained all he wanted, abusing the best
qualities of a man like Roosevelt, such as kindlineaa, trust,
hope for peaeeful cooperation of nations, etc.? So did the
FDA. HIG with a kind, trusting, innocent, sornewhat helpless Judge Clifford.

been written into the Statute Books yet. They certainly
will have to be established as future safeguards against
the HIOs.

told the Manha' Doherty that I might decide not to
appear at the hearing of October 18th, 1955. I also asked
him what ho would then do. He told me he would have to
take me into Court, but that lie would "take me in as a
gentlentan". I was grateful to him, but I felt that this was
not enough to stop the HIG forever.
Judge Clifford called me personally by telephone at
noon on October 14th, and assured me that all privileges
granted by the law to accused men would be granted me.
promised to appear, but felt that this was, too, not suffcient to stop the FDA Stalinite MG from further CCC action. T had to succeed ia gettiny iate the Court room the
truth about the conspiracy. I had failed so far in apite of
the fact that the lawyers, Haydon as well as Fisher and
St. Clair, had told me that a conspiracy was clearly at work,
but also that it "would be hard to prove it in Court".
"Why," I asked. They could not tell, because the CCC
actions of HIGs, using the Emotional Plague, have not

At the hearing on October 18th, Mr. Haydon, Counsel
for Dr. Silvert, had promised to bring forth a charge of
fraud perpetrated by the FDA Counsel upon the Court.
He did not bring forth the charge, for reasons which are
well known to me, but which cannot be told here. I thereupon asked Mr. Haydon to resign es counsel for defense.
From now onward it seemed safer to take our fate bato
our own hands. There were no laws on the Statute Books
to cope with the CCC of Ines and the Emotional Plague
of Man which supported the Stalinite, Hitierite, Mussolinied HIG. The task was risky to the fullest neck-break,
but the job had to be done. And thus it came about that I
am sending this brief document to the acting Judge in the
Case, "Discovery of the CosmicLife Energy versas
H1G". May it have success in getting the truth finally
into the Court room.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma
questão bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works
Microfilms) em forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o
desenvolvimento da orgonomia de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a
organizá-los por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio
Reich e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que
extrapola nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e
com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Textos da área da Peste emocional e sociedade parte dois. O caso da corte suprema. E.U.A. versus Reich.
Texts from the area emotional plague and society part two. The Supreme Court case. U.S.A. versus Reich.
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